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Abstract
Purpose Endoscopic images can be used to allow accurate
flexible endoscopic instrument control. This can be implemented using a pose estimation algorithm, which estimates
the actual instrument pose from the endoscopic images.
Methods In this paper, two pose estimation algorithms are
compared: a marker-less and a marker-based method. The
marker-based method uses the positions of three markers in
the endoscopic image to update the state of a kinematic model
of the endoscopic instrument. The marker-less method works
similarly, but uses the positions of three feature points instead
of the positions of markers. The algorithms are evaluated
inside a colon model. The endoscopic instrument is manually
operated, while an X-ray imager is used to obtain a groundtruth reference position.
Results The marker-less method achieves an RMS error
of 1.5, 1.6, and 1.8 mm in the horizontal, vertical, and
away-from-camera directions, respectively. The markerbased method achieves an RMS error of 1.1, 1.7, and 1.5 mm
in the horizontal, vertical, and away-from-camera directions,
respectively. The differences between the two methods are
not found to be statistically significant.
Conclusions The proposed algorithms are suitable to realize
accurate robotic control of flexible endoscopic instruments,
enabling the physician to perform advanced procedures in an
intuitive way.
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Introduction
Flexible endoscopy is a minimally invasive procedure that
allows examination of the internal body cavities of the
patient. The physician uses a flexible endoscope to perform this procedure. This endoscope consists of a flexible
tube with a camera at the distal end. The camera can be
moved in two degrees of freedom (DOFs) by turning two
concentric wheels on the control handle. In addition to performing examinations, conventional endoscopes can also be
used to perform small interventions, such as performing a
biopsy, removing small sections of malignant mucosal tissue, or removing polyps. This is done using a long, flexible
instrument that is inserted through the working channel of
the endoscope. This instrument can be operated in two additional DOFs: insertion/retraction and rotation around the axis
of the instrument.
Because of the limitations in the available motions, only
simple interventions can be performed when using conventional endoscopes and their instruments. In order to
broaden the range of possible interventions, advanced flexible endoscopes are currently being developed, such as
the EndoSAMURAI (Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan) and
the ANUBIS (Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG, Tuttlingen,
Germany). These endoscopes both allow multiple instruments to be used simultaneously, and their instruments can
be operated in more DOFs. This gives the physician the
dexterity that is required to perform more advanced interventions, such as the removal of larger sections of mucosal
tissue, and Natural Orifice Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery
(NOTES, [11]).
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Fig. 1 Instrument control using visual feedback: The images that are
captured by the endoscope are used by the pose estimation algorithm
to find the actual instrument pose. The control actuates the endoscopic
instrument such that it moves to the pose that is commanded by the user

However, the aforementioned flexible endoscopes are difficult to operate. Multiple physicians are required to operate
all DOFs [14]. Since optimal coordination between the physicians is difficult, and because of the increased costs, this is
undesirable. In addition, the control of the endoscope and the
instruments is not intuitive, since there is no one-to-one mapping between the movement of the controls and the movement of the instrument. Intuitive control is also hindered by
the presence of hysteresis due to friction and compliance in
the mechanical control system of the instrument.
In order to overcome the aforementioned problems associated with current advanced flexible endoscopes, a robotic
actuation system could be employed. If all DOFs of the endoscope and the instruments can be actuated, a telemanipulation
setup (Fig. 1) can be constructed in which a single physician controls the complete system, like in the daVinci surgical system (Intuitive Surgical Inc, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).
Because the coupling between the movement of the physician and the movement of the actuators is implemented in
software, it can be designed to allow intuitive control.
There exists a significant amount of friction and compliance between the tip of the instrument and its control handle
(where it is actuated), resulting in hysteresis. Abbott et al.
[1], Bardou [2], and Bardou et al. [3] have proposed compensation of the hysteresis in the case that the amount of hysteresis is known in advance (i.e., determined preoperatively).
However, because the friction and compliance vary with the
(unknown) shape of the endoscope, feedback of the actual tip
position is required in order to be able to control it accurately.
Adding extra sensors to the instruments to measure this tip
position will be expensive, because the space at the tip of
the instrument is very limited. Therefore, it would be beneficial if the tip position can be measured without adding extra
sensors. This can be accomplished by using the endoscopic
images as a feedback.
Pose estimation of laparoscopic instruments has been
studied by Doignon et al. [7], using both marker-based and
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marker-less techniques. They considered a general pose estimation problem, which has no model of the kinematics of
the instrument. Moreover, for the marker-less estimation,
the instrument was assumed to be straight, which is true
for laparoscopy, but not for flexible endoscopy. In the case
of flexible endoscopy, where the instrument has only three
DOFs, the use of a kinematics model significantly reduces
the solution space, improving the accuracy.
In this study, we compare two methods that use the endoscopic images to estimate the pose of a flexible endoscopic
instrument. The first method uses feature points that are
detected on the instrument tip (marker-less). The second
method uses markers that are attached to the instrument
(marker-based). The contributions of this study as compared
to our previous work [17,18] are the following:
– In the current study, we perform a comparison of
the marker-less and marker-based methods under equal
experimental conditions.
– We have used an X-ray imager to reconstruct the groundtruth position of the instrument tip. This allows for an
accurate evaluation of the estimation algorithm over the
entire workspace.
– For the marker-based approach, we have developed a
more robust method to match the marker regions that
are found in the image to the markers in the model.
This paper is structured as follows: In section “Materials
and methods,” the marker-less and marker-based estimation
methods are presented, and the experimental setup for evaluation of these methods is described. The experimental results
are presented in section “Results.” Finally, section “Discussion” concludes with the discussion.

Materials and methods
Our approach for the pose estimation is based on virtual
visual servoing [13]. In this approach, the actual state of the
estimator is used to find the estimated positions of certain
feature points. This is done using a kinematics model of the
instrument and a model of the camera. These estimated positions are compared to the positions of feature points that
are observed in the endoscopic image. Based on the difference between the estimated and the actual positions, the state
of the estimator is updated such that the estimated feature
point positions move toward the actual feature point positions. From the state of the estimator, the pose (position and
orientation) of the instrument tip can be derived using the
kinematics model of the instrument.
This section describes the kinematics model of the instrument, the model of the camera, the detection of the features from the endoscopic images, and the state estimation
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ṗ A
ṗ B  = Jf (q)q̇,
ṗC


 ∂p A 
∂q

 B
where Jf (q) :=  ∂p
∂q  .

(2)

∂pC
∂q

In (2), Jf denotes the analytical Jacobian of f . The detailed
calculation of Jf is in the Appendix.
Endoscopic camera model
We have modeled the endoscopic camera using the pinhole
camera model, with additional radial distortion. Since endoscopes have a wide-angle lens, the radial distortion is quite
significant. The camera model g(p) maps each point p in the
3D space to a point x in the 2D image space:
x = g(p).
Fig. 2 The endoscopic instrument has three degrees of freedom: translation q1 , rotation q2 , and bending q3 . Points A and B are located midway and at the end of the bendable section, respectively. Point C is
located at the tip. Frame Ψ 0 denotes the camera frame of the endoscopic camera

algorithms. Finally, the experimental setup that was used to
evaluate the performance is presented.
Kinematics model of the instrument
The kinematics model of the instrument describes the positions of points on the instrument in the three-dimensional
(3D) Euclidian space. The model consists of a straight
section, a bendable section, and the tip (Fig. 2). This model
is similar to that of Bardou et al. [4]. The model assumes that
there are no significant forces acting on the instrument, resulting in a constant curvature along the bending section. This
assumption is valid in our experiments. However, in clinical
practice, external forces are present, which may have to be
accounted for. These can be modeled as external disturbances
to the model.
The state of our model (denoted q) has three components:
translation (q1 ), rotation (q2 ), and bending (q3 ). We define
three reference points, denoted A, B, and C, on the centerline
of the instrument. A and B are located midway and at the end
of the bendable section, respectively, while C is located at the
tip. The model allows us to compute the positions of A . . . C,
denoted p A . . . pC , using the forward kinematics function,
denoted f (q):
 
pA
p B  = f (q).
(1)
pC

Additionally, we can compute the relation between the
change of the state q̇ and the changes of the positions of
the points ṗ A . . . ṗC :

(3)

For the marker-based method, the 2D image space positions
of marker positions A . . . C are combined into the measurement vector s:

  
g(p A )
xA
(4)
s = x B  = g(p B ) .
xC
g(pC )

Similar to (2), the derivative relation of (4) can be computed,
showing the relation between the change of the feature point
positions in 3D space ṗ and the change of the feature point
positions in the 2D image space ẋ:

  
Jg (p A ) ṗ A
ẋ A
∂g(p)
(5)
ṡ = ẋ B  = Jg (p B ) ṗ B  , where Jg (p) :=
∂p
ẋC
Jg (pC ) ṗC
Equations (2) and (5) can be combined so as to obtain the
relation between the change of the state q̇ and the change of
the measurement vector ṡ:
ṡ = Lq̇,

(6)

where L is the (state-dependent) interaction matrix [6]. L is
used by the state estimation algorithm as will be described
later.
For the marker-less method, the computation of the interaction matrix is similar to the marker-based method. For
the marker-less method, the marker locations A . . . C are
replaced by the locations of feature points f 1 . . . f 3 , as
described in the next section.
Feature detection
For the estimation of the instrument state, features are
extracted from the acquired endoscopic images. For the
marker-less method, three points on the instrument tip are
used as the features. For the marker-based method, the
features are the positions of the centroids of the markers in
the image.
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(c)
(a)

(b)
(d)

(e)

Fig. 3 Feature detection for the marker-less method: The input image
(a) is filtered using a Gaussian filter kernel in order to remove noise. This
results in image (b). This image is color-space-segmented twice using
different parameters, resulting in the tip centerline (c) and the instrument (d) regions. From the tip centerline, the tip position is found,

which is the first feature point (denoted f1 ). Then, the red line L is
determined, which is perpendicular to the tip centerline. This line is
used to separate the instrument tip (e) from the instrument region (d).
From the resulting instrument tip (e), two other feature points (f2 and f3 )
are detected

Marker-less feature detection

the marker-less method, the endoscopic image is first filtered
using a Gaussian filter. Then, color space segmentation is
used to obtain a binary image of the markers [9]. The regions
in this binary image are labeled using the ndimage module
of the scipy package [19]. For every region, its centroid
and its area are measured.

For the estimation without markers, three feature points are
extracted from the endoscopic images. These are the tip of the
instrument and two points on either side. It should be noted
that the method could easily be expanded to take more feature
points into account for increased accuracy and robustness.
The extraction of the feature points is done as illustrated in
Fig. 3. First, the endoscopic image is filtered using a Gaussian
kernel with a scale of σ = 3 pixels (Fig. 3b). This reduces the
effects of noise in the image. Then, the image is segmented
using Fishers linear discriminant method [8], applied to the
RGB color space. This results in a binary image of the centerline of the instrument tip (Fig. 3c). Using the same method,
but with different parameters, a binary image of the complete
instrument (Fig. 3d) is extracted.
The orientation of the instrument tip is computed using
the singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix
of the x- and y-coordinates of all points belonging to the
instrument tip centerline region [17]. The largest singular
value corresponds to the direction of the tip in the image.
Using this principal direction, the point that is most toward
the tip is selected as the first feature point f1 , as shown in
Fig. 3c.
The tip direction is also used to define a line L, which is
perpendicular to the tip direction, and intersects the instrument at the beginning of the tip region. L is shown in red in
Fig. 3c, e. L is positioned such that it touches the binary image
of the tip centerline. Using L, the instrument region (Fig. 3d)
is separated, resulting in the instrument tip region (Fig. 3e).
From this region, feature points f2 and f3 are derived.
Marker-based feature detection
The marker color was chosen to have a high contrast with
the background of the image. As a result, the markers can
be separated from the background relatively easily. As in
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State estimation
The goal of the state estimation algorithm is to update the
state of the instrument model, such that the feature points
from the model match the actual features that were detected
from the endoscopic images. The state estimation algorithm
is similar for the marker-less and marker-based methods.
However, since the features that are used are different,
there are some differences in the state estimation algorithm
between the two methods.

Marker-less state estimation
The algorithm of the estimator is illustrated in Fig. 4. The current state q of the estimator is used to compute the estimated
positions of the feature points in the image space, denoted
s. This is done using the kinematic model f and the camera model g that were described earlier. Using the feature
detection described in the previous section, the three feature
points in the endoscopic image are found. These are denoted
s∗ in Fig. 4. The error e is defined as the difference between s
and s∗ . e is the input to the controller, which is implemented
†
, the pseudoas a multiplication by constant gain G and L̂W
†
inverse of the interaction matrix L. The computation of L̂W
will be described later. The output of the controller is q̇, the
desired change of state q that brings s closer to s∗ .
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Fig. 4 Marker-less state estimation: For a given state q, the kinematic model f and camera model g are used to compute the
expected positions of the feature points in the image space,denoteds.
These are compared to s∗ , which are the positions of the feature points
in the endoscopic image, as determined by the feature extraction algorithm. The difference s − s∗ , denoted e, is input to the controller, which
computes the state change q̇ to bring the model closer to the observed
instrument

Fig. 5 Marker-based state estimation: The structure of the estimator
is similar to the marker-less method, but the main difference is the
extra matching step, in which the regions that are extracted from the
endoscopic image are matched to the markers. For a given state q, a 3D
rendering of the scene is created. From this scene, the centroids (denoted
s) and areas (denoted a) of the rendered markers are computed. s is
compared to s∗ , which are the centroids of the markers in the endoscopic
image. The difference s − s∗ , denoted e, is input to the controller, which
computes the state change q̇ to bring the model closer to the observed
instrument

Marker-based state estimation

We will use k to denote the number of regions found
by the feature detection algorithm. We define the likelihood
function L(i, j) as the likelihood that marker i (i = 1 . . . 3)
corresponds to region j ( j = 0 . . . k). L(i, 0) is defined as
the likelihood that marker i is missing (i.e., not detected by
the feature detection algorithm).
Given the individual likelihoods L(i, j), the total likelihood LT that the three markers in the model are represented
by, respectively, regions r, s, and t is given by:

For the marker-based method, the estimation algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 5. For this method, the features are the
positions of the centroids of the markers in the image. Due
to occlusion effects, these are in general not equal to the projection of the geometrical center of each marker. Therefore,
in order to obtain accurate feature measurements from the
model, a 3D rendering of the endoscopic instrument is created using OpenGL [16]. This ensures that occlusion effects
that occur in the actual scene are also present in the model.
The 3D rendering uses a camera model that replicates the
severe lens distortion that is present in the endoscopic camera system. The camera parameters are obtained using the
Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [5]. The lens distortion and the movement of the instrument are computed on the
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) using vertex shaders. This
improves the computational efficiency. The measurements s,
which are the positions of the centroids of the markers in the
rendered scene, are obtained from the rendered scene. Additionally, the areas of the markers, denoted a in Fig. 5, are
measured. These are used by the matching algorithm as will
be described below.
Due to shadows and specular reflections, the feature detection algorithm may sometimes fail to detect a marker, or
detect regions which actually are not markers. Also, in clinical practice, markers may sometimes be invisible due to
occlusions. In order to provide a robust matching between the
regions that are found by the feature detection algorithm and
the markers of the model, a maximum-likelihood approach
is used [10].

LT (r, s, t) = L(1, r )L(2, s)L(3, t),

(7)

where r, s, and t (0 . . . k) denote the regions that are selected
as representing the first, the second, and the third marker,
respectively.
The state estimator matches the regions to the markers by
finding the maximum LT (r, s, t) under the condition
r #= s, s #= t, r #= t.

(8)

The positions of the centroids of the resulting regions r, s,
and t are combined into measurement vector s∗ . s∗ is used
as an input to the virtual visual servoing loop just as in the
marker-less approach.
The likelihood function L(i, j) was chosen to be a function of the Euclidian distance between the position of the
region and the position of the marker, and the ratio between
the area of the region and the area of the marker:
'
j =0
L M (i),
.
(9)
L(i, j) :=
L D (i, j) L A (i, j), j #= 0
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In (9), L D (i, j) denotes a likelihood function that is dependent on the Euclidian distance between the position of marker
i and region j ( j = 1 . . . k). L A (i, j) denotes a likelihood
function that depends on the ratio between the area of marker
i and region j ( j = 1 . . . k). L M (i) denotes the constant likelihood that marker i is missing (i.e., it was not detected by
the feature detection algorithm). L D and L A were chosen as
exponential functions, since this matched the distributions
that were observed during the actual experiment.
The distance-dependent likelihood function L D is
)
(
||xm (i) − xr ( j)||
,
(10)
L D (i, j) := exp −
σD
where xm (i) and xr ( j) denote the position of the centroid of
marker i and region j in the image, respectively (subscript
m for marker and r for region). || · || denotes the Euclidian
distance. σ D is a parameter that controls the decay of the
exponential function.
The area-dependent likelihood function L A is as follows:
 ,, - a (i) .,, 
,log amr ( j) ,
 ,
(11)
L A (i, j) := exp −
σA

in which am (i) and ar ( j) denote the area of marker i and
region j in the image, respectively. σ A is a parameter that controls the decay of the exponential function. Note that L A (i, j)
can alternatively be written as:


( ) 1


ar σ A


, ar < am

a
m
L A (i, j) =
.
(12)

( ) 1



a

 m σ A , ar ≥ am
ar

This shows that L A (i, j) is an exponential function with the
ratio between am and ar as its base.
The likelihood functions L D and L A , and the parameters
σ D , σ A , and L M (i) were chosen so as to represent the distribution of the distances and area ratios that were observed
during the actual experiment.
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For a given error e between s and s∗ , the proportional
gain G yields the desired change of error e (denoted ē) that
will cause e to decrease: ē = −Ge, with G a positive scalar
constant.
Since the dimension of ē (six) is higher than the dimension
of q (three), it is in general not possible to find a q̇ that will
result in the desired change of error (i.e., that results in ė =
ē). Therefore, we use the weighted Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of the approximated interaction matrix to obtain the
state change q that minimizes the weighted error ||W(ė −
ē)||2 , where W denotes a weighting matrix [15]:
.−1
†
L̂W
:= LT WT WL
LT WT W.
(13)

For the marker-less method, the identity matrix is used for
W. For the marker-based method, we take advantage of the
likelihoods that were computed for the matching between the
regions and the markers. We use a weighting matrix:
W = diag(W(1, r ), W(1, r ), W(2, s), W(2, s),
W(3, t), W(3, t)),

with
W(i, j) :=

'

0,

j =0

L(i, j), j #= 0

.

(14)

(15)

The definition of W(i, j) ensures that if there was no match
found for a given marker ( j = 0), a weight of 0 is used. If
a match was found ( j #= 0), markers with a higher likelihood are weighted more than those with a lower likelihood.
Because of (8), only one of the markers can have a zero
weight. This ensures the term LT WT WL in (13) remains
full rank and therefore invertible.
Since the estimation methods are iterative, an initialization
is required. Currently, this initialization is done by starting
the experiment with the instrument in a known position. In
our proposed application, where the instrument is robotically
actuated, the (known) state of the actuators may be used to
initialize the estimation to a state that is close to the actual
state.
Experimental evaluation

Controller
For both the marker-less and the marker-based method, the
visual servo loop contains a controller consisting of a proportional gain G and the pseudo-inverse of the interaction
†
. For the marker-based approach, the
matrix, denoted LW
matrix L in (6) is an approximation. L relates to the positions of the center of each of the markers, while actually
the centroids of the projections of the markers are used as
measurements. Note that this approximation is only used for
the computation of the interaction matrix, not in the actual
virtual visual servo control loop.
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In order to evaluate the pose estimation system that was
described in the previous sections, experiments were conducted. A flexible endoscopic instrument was operated inside
a colon model, and the tip position was estimated. This was
compared to a reference tip position which was obtained
using an X-ray imager. Although the proposed methods can
also estimate the orientation of the tip, the orientation was
not evaluated since an accurate ground-truth orientation was
not available.
Figure 6 shows the experimental setup that was constructed to evaluate the performance of the marker-less and
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Fig. 6 The estimator was evaluated using an X-ray imaging setup.
Images from the endoscopic camera and the X-ray imager were synchronously acquired and stored. In both the X-ray images and the endoscopic
images, the tip position was manually annotated. From these positions,

Fig. 7 An endoscope attachment was designed to let the endoscopic
instrument emerge near the endoscopic camera, similar to the Anubis
endoscope. The attachment also has a mounting face, which enables the
endoscope to be fixed inside the X-ray imaging setup

marker-based methods. The endoscope was stationary during the experiment. An endoscope attachment was designed
to locate the endoscopic instrument near the endoscope tip
(Fig. 7). In order to obtain a reference measurement of the
tip position, an X-ray imaging setup was used (Fig. 8). The
X-ray imager was positioned such that a top view of the scene
was obtained. The X-ray imager and the endoscopic camera
were used as a stereo camera rig, enabling reconstruction
of the tip position in 3D. The acquired images of the X-ray
imager were 1,024×768 pixels, resulting in a resolution of
0.25 mm per pixel. The resolution of the endoscopic images
was 720×576 pixels. The X-ray imager was synchronized
to the endoscopic camera, using the synchronization information that is available in the composite video output of the
endoscopic camera unit. Both image sequences were stored
for the processing, which was performed off-line.
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the 3D reference position tr was constructed. This was compared to the
estimated 3D position te as obtained from the pose estimation. During
the experiment, the endoscope and the instrument were inside a colon
model. The colon model is not shown in the figure for clarity

Fig. 8 A custom-built X-ray imaging setup was used for the experiment. The X-ray source generates the X-rays which are captured by
the image amplifier. The images are digitized by a digital camera (not
visible in the image). The endoscope is positioned inside a colon model
during the experiment

For both the endoscopic image and the X-ray images, the
tip position was manually annotated in each frame. From
the 2D tip position in the X-ray and the endoscopic images,
the 3D tip position was reconstructed using the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [5]. The stereo rig had been calibrated before the experiment. A punched metal sheet was
used for the calibration as a substitute for the more commonly used checkerboard pattern, because this sheet could
be clearly imaged using both imaging modalities (Fig. 9).
A conventional colonoscope (Exera, Olympus Imaging
Corp, Tokyo, Japan) was used in the experiment. The images
were captured using the FireWire output of the colonoscope
imaging unit. The Anubis endoscopic instruments (Karl Storz
GmbH & Co. KG, Tuttlingen, Germany) were manually
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 The stereo rig composed of a the endoscope camera and b the
X-ray imager is calibrated by imaging a reference object using both
image modalities. In (a), it can be observed that severe barrel distortion
is present in the endoscopic images

colon model during the marker-less experiment. Figure 11
shows the results of the marker-less pose estimation. It shows
the x-, y-, and z-components of the estimated tip position, and
the reference as obtained by the 3D reconstruction from the
X-ray and endoscopic images. The positions are expressed in
the camera frame Ψ 0 (Fig. 2). The root-mean-square (RMS)
differences between the estimated and the reference position
were 1.5, 1.6, and 1.8 mm in the x-, y-, and z-directions,
respectively.
Figure 10c, d shows endoscopic and X-ray images for the
marker-based estimation experiment, respectively. Figure 12
shows the position estimation results for the marker-based
estimation. For the marker-based method, the RMS differences between the estimated and the reference position were
1.1, 1.7, and 1.5 mm in the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively.
The two methods were compared statistically using the
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test [12]. The experimental data
were subsampled at 5-s intervals in order to prevent unacceptable dependence between the samples, resulting in 35
samples for each method. No significant differences between
the methods were found ( p = 0.2).
Discussion

Fig. 10 During the experiment, the instrument was manually operated
while the endoscope was inside the colon model. A top view of the
scene was simultaneously imaged using an X-ray imager. In (a) and
(b), endoscopic and X-ray images of the experiment without markers
are shown. In (c) and (d) images of the experiment with markers are
shown

operated. The experiment was performed inside a colon
model (KKM40, Kyoto Kagaku, Kyoto, Japan) that is commonly used for colonoscopy training. A viscous fluid was
used to coat the inside of the model as per the manufacturers
instructions, in order to replicate the lighting conditions of
clinical images. Specifically, this fluid causes specular reflections which are also commonly present in clinical images.
Results
Figure 10a, b shows endoscopic and X-ray images of the
instrument, respectively, while it was operated inside the
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Two methods were compared for estimating the pose of an
endoscopic instrument, one with and one without markers
on the instrument. The methods were tested inside a colon
model, and the accuracy of the estimated tip position was
evaluated using an X-ray imager to provide a ground-truth
value. Both methods were able to track the motions of the
endoscopic instrument and performed similarly in terms of
tip position accuracy. No significant difference between the
methods was found in terms of accuracy. The kinematics
model can also be used to derive the tip orientation. However,
this was not evaluated in this study.
For the marker-based method, a maximum-likelihood
approach was used to match the regions in the endoscopic
image to the markers of the model of the endoscopic instrument. This approach makes the state estimator robust against
missing markers that may be caused by, for example, occlusions or shadows. This is a potential advantage over the
marker-less method. However, we have not evaluated the
robustness of the two methods in the current study. Also,
the computed likelihood value gives a measure of how reliable the estimated position is. An alternative control method
for the instrument could be used as a backup if the likelihood is too low. This would create the robustness that is
required for the system to be implemented in clinical practice. Another advantage of the marker-based method is that
the apparent size of the markers could be used as a cue
for the z-position of each marker. In this case, the area of
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Fig. 11 Marker-less estimation
results: The graphs show the x-,
y-, and z-coordinates of the
estimated tip position, and the
reference that was obtained
using the X-ray imager. The
RMS errors were 1.5, 1.6, and
1.8 mm in the x-, y-, and
z-directions, respectively

Fig. 12 Marker-based
estimation results: The accuracy
for the marker-based estimation
is similar to the accuracy for the
marker-less method. The RMS
errors were 1.1, 1.7, and 1.5 mm
in the x-, y-, and z-directions,
respectively

each marker would be included in the vector s in (4). This
could improve the estimation accuracy, especially in the
z-direction.
An advantage of the marker-less method is that current
instruments can be used without adding any markers. However, it might be necessary to adapt the feature detection algorithm depending on the type of instrument that is
used.

For the future work, our goals are twofold. Firstly, we
want to test the performance of the algorithms under various lighting conditions and in the presence of occlusions.
Secondly, we plan to add actuators to the endoscopic instrument. The estimation methods that were developed will be
used as a feedback in order to be able to obtain accurate and intuitive control of the instrument. This will be
incorporated in an endoscope system in which a single
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physician is able to control all the DOFs of the endoscope
and the instrument. Such a system will enable advanced
endoscopic procedures to be performed accurately and
efficiently.
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Straight section
The pose of frame Ψ 2 , located at the end of the straight
section, is defined by q1 and q2 , which are a translation along
the z-axis of frame Ψ 1 and a rotation around the same axis,
respectively. Thus, the pose of frame Ψ 2 with respect to frame
Ψ 1 is given by:

1
2H



Rz (q2 )
=

000

Appendix
Here we show the derivation of the analytical Jacobian Jf (q)
of the forward kinematics function f (q) in (2). We define five
frames on the instrument (Fig. 13). Frame Ψ 0 is the camera
frame, with the z-axis in the direction of the camera optical
axis. Frame Ψ 1 is located at the point where the instrument
emerges from the endoscope, with the z-axis aligned with the
instrument direction. Frame Ψ 2 is at the end of the straight
section, rotating with the instrument rotation q2 . Frame Ψ 3
is midway the bending section, and frame Ψ 4 is at the end of
the bending section.
We first derive the unit twists of frames Ψ 2 , Ψ 3 , and
4
Ψ associated with each of the three DOFs. We denote the
motion of frame Ψ l with respect to frame Ψ m , expressed in
frame Ψ k as the infinitesimal twist Tlk,m . We denote the unit
twist of frame Ψ l associated with q j , with respect to frame
Ψ 0 , expressed in frame Ψ 0 as T̂l, j . From the unit twists, the
Jacobian Jf (q) is derived.


0
0
 ,
q1 
1

(16)

where Rz (·) denotes the 3-by-3 rotation matrix around the
z-axis. The pose of frame Ψ 1 with respect to frame Ψ 0 is
determined by the geometry of the endoscope and is thus
fixed.
The motion of frame Ψ 2 with respect to frame Ψ 0 is
described by the infinitesimal twist:
T0,0
2 = T̂2,1 q̇1 + T̂2,2 q̇2 ,

(17)

where T̂2,1 and T̂2,2 represent a translation along the z-axis
of frame Ψ 1 and a rotation around that z-axis, respectively.
They are:
5
6T
T̂2,1 = Ad0 H 0 0 0 0 0 1
1
5
6T
T̂2,2 = Ad0 H 0 0 1 0 0 0 ,
1

(18)
(19)

where Ad0 H denotes the Adjoint operator that changes the
1

coordinates of the twist from frame Ψ 1 to frame Ψ 0 .
Bending section
The bending section is modeled as a constant curvature. It
5
6T
can be defined by a finite twist around axis ω = 0 ω 0
(Fig. 13), where ω is the angle of the arc. The axis ω is in the
5
6T
y-direction of frame Ψ 2 , located at ρ 0 0 in frame Ψ 2 ,
where ρ denotes the curve radius. The chord length, denoted
&, is given by & = ωρ. q3 is defined as q3 := ω. This results
in the finite twist describing the bending section:


ρ

S2,2
4 = 0
0
Fig. 13 Five frames are defined: frame Ψ 0 and Ψ 1 are fixed to the
endoscope, while frame Ψ 2 , Ψ 3 and Ψ 4 are fixed along the instrument.
q1 , q2 , and q3 denote the three DOFs: insertion, rotation, and bending,
respectively
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0
q3 
ω
 
 0
 =  ,

∧ ω 
0
0


(20)

&

4
where S2,2
4 denotes the finite twist of frame Ψ with respect to
frame Ψ 2 expressed in frame Ψ 2 . The infinitesimal twist T2,2
4
can be derived from the finite twist S2,2
using
the
definition
4
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of the twist in matrix form (denoted by the tilde: T̃lk,m ):
2 4
T̃2,2
4 := 4 Ḣ 2 H
2H
4

(21)

.
q̇3 exp S̃2,2
4

∂
∂q3


&
0 0 1 2 (−1 + cos q3 )


q3


0 0 0 0

= 
 q̇ .
 −1 0 0 & (q − sin q )  3
3
3 

2
q3
0 000

=

(22)

(23)

The unit twist T̂4,3 is found by writing (23) in vector form,
and transforming it to frame Ψ 0 :


0


1




0


(24)
T̂4,3 = Ad0 H  & (−1 + cos q )
3 
2 q 2
3


0


&
(q
−
sin
q
)
3
3
2
q
3

Ψ3

Since frame
is located midway the bending section, unit
twist T̂3,3 is found by substituting & by 2& in (24).
The velocity of a point pi , that is fixed to frame Ψ l , is [20]
as follows:
ṗi = T̃l0,0 pi ,

(25)

with respect to frame Ψ 0 and expressed in frame Ψ 0 . Since
point A (Fig. 2) is fixed to frame Ψ 3 , and point B and C are
fixed to frame Ψ 4 , the Jacobian Jf is as follows:


˜
˜
˜
T̂3,1 p A T̂3,2 p A T̂3,3 p A


˜
˜
˜

(26)
Jf = 
T̂4,1 p B T̂4,2 p B T̂4,3 p B  .
˜
˜
˜
T̂4,1 pC T̂4,2 pC T̂4,3 pC

˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
˜
Note that T̂3,1 = T̂4,1 = T̂2,1 and T̂3,2 = T̂4,2 = T̂2,2 since
3
4
the poses of frame Ψ and Ψ with respect to frame Ψ 2 are
independent of q1 and q2 .
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